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Abstract—In the past decades, healthcare has witnessed a
swift transformation from traditional specialist/hospital centric
approach to a patient-centric approach especially in the smart
healthcare system (SHS). This rapid transformation is fueled on
account of the advancements in numerous technologies. Amongst
these technologies, the Internet of medicals things (IoMT) play
an imperative function in the development of SHS with regard
to productivity of electronic devices in addition to reliability,
accuracy. Recently, several researchers have shown interest to
leverage the benefits of IoMT for the development of SHS
by interconnecting with the existing healthcare services and
available medical resources. Though the integration of IoMT
within medical resources enable to revolutionize the patient
healthcare service from reactive to proactive care system, the
security of IoMT is still in its infancy. As IoMT are mainly
employed to capture extremely sensitive individual health data,
the security and privacy of IoMT is of paramount importance
and very crucial in safeguarding the patient life which could
otherwise adversely affect the patient health state and in worse
case may also lead to loss of life. Motivated by this crucial
requirement, several researchers in tandem to the advancement in
IoMT technologies have continuously made noteworthy progress
to tackle the security and privacy issues in IoMT. Yet, many
possible potential directions exist for future investigation. This
necessitates for a complete overview of existing security and
privacy solutions in the field of IoMT. Therefore, this paper aims
to canvass the literature on the most promising state-of-the-art
solutions for securing IoMT in SHS especially in the light of
security, privacy protection, authentication and authorization and
the use of blockchain for secure data sharing. Finally, highlights
the review outcome briefing not only the benefits and limitation
of existing security and privacy solutions but also summarizing
the opportunities and possible potential future directions that can
drive the researchers of next decade to improve and shape their
research committed on safe integration IoMT in SHS.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, SHS have greatly increased the economy
and is considered as essential component of economy. The
IoMT performs a crucial role towards the development of
SHS by enabling to develop wide range of applications, say
telemedicine, smart medication, onsite and remote monitoring
of medical resources. patients treatment compliance and be-
havioral change. The medical devices which are equipped with

sensors and interconnected in the healthcare sector are named
as IoMT [1]. The workload in hospitals could be decreased by
restricting unnecessary hospital visits with the use of IoMT.
Also, it provides a safe data transmission environment for
interchanging sensitive medical data amongst diverse medical
sectors. IoMT’s applications have made lives appropriate. The
concern of IoMT security, privacy and trust occurs rapidly. se-
curity, privacy and trust have recently received more attention
among researcher community [2].

In data security, the storage and transmission of the data
is secured and safeguarded to ensure the integrity, validity and
importantly authenticity of the data. Further, it assures that
the data can be viewed and modified only by the authorized
users. Privacy-preserving (PP) is another key objective to be
considered while designing an SHS. It mainly account for
severity and sensitivity of shared data when it is transmitted
over an open and insecure channel. PP involves content and
contextual requirements. The patient information is protected
against any data leakage by content privacy but achieving
patient privacy is a challenge because an attacker can recognize
patient health state based on the attended doctor’s identity.
Also, it is crucial to ensure contextual privacy. Contextual
privacy involves of protecting the communication’s context.
In IoMT enabled SHS, various symmetric and asymmetric
encryption method are used to achieve privacy [3].

Recently, it is reported in literature that it is not an optimal
solution to apply complex machines learning (ML) algorithms
on resource-constrained devices such as IoMT [1]. Yet, it can
be resolved by deploying simple PP methods on IoMT devices
and utilizing the benefits of cloud for complex ML algorithms
[4], [5]. Many works are reported in literature based on cloud
related securing solutions for IoMT in SHS. This paper aims
to introduce the IoMT enabled SHS architecture, summaries
various security, privacy and trust mechanisms published in
recent years for IoMT enabled SHS. Finally, it concludes
presenting few recommendations for future research directions.

II. REVIEW ON SECURITY MECHANISM FOR IOMT
ENABLED SHS

Security of IoMT in SHS plays a significant role when
compared to typical IoT-based infrastructures. Recently, exten-
sive research had been done for securing IoMT enabled smart
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF RECENT PROMISING SECURITY MECHANISMS FOR IOMT ENABLED SHS

Security Focus Authors Strengths Weakness

Secure data transmission Mahender et al [6] 1) Any information con-
cerning the identity
and the patient’s med-
ical data was not re-
vealed by the system.

2) The system achieved a
better security level.

3) To save data transmis-
sion, the system was
utilized.

It caused some major issues like
large computation and also stor-
age costs.

Elhoseny et al. [7] The system demonstrated its po-
tential in effectively hiding the
sensitive patient data confiden-
tially to a transmitted cover im-
age with higher undetectabil-
ity and capacity but with mini-
mum degradation in the acquired
stego-image.

The system had provided sat-
isfactory results, although, it
demonstrate to work effectively.

Secure authentication Rakesh et al. [8] The hash variable value did not
rely upon the hash functions for
improving network security. The
latency or delay of the system
was not affected by the deviation
in hashing.

A safe effective communication
was not given by the system.

Xu Cheng et al. [9] The system built on community
medical IoT system ensured the
nodes’ legality and communica-
tion security.

The system had a high computa-
tional expense and less security.

Confidentiality Xuran Li et al. [10] 1) It protected the
patient’s confidential
medical data amassed
by means of medical
sensors.

2) The eavesdropping
risk was drastically
reduced by the system.

It might cause partial perfect se-
crecy.

Access Control Xunbao Wang et al.
[11]

The system could be protected
effectively during access process
and transmission without loss in
performance.

The manifold identities of the
medical staff were not consid-
ered by the system.

privacy-preserving Jing Wang et al. [12] The system ensures data privacy
during model training and also
guarantees the security of the
trained model.

The ML models are not sup-
ported by the system.

healthcare. This section summaries some state-of-the-art works
as follows:

Faisal Alsubaei et al. [13] proposed a framework for
security assessment of web-based IoMT. The framework rec-
ommends security features for IoMT employing ontological
scenario-based approach. Also, it is employed to assess the
protection and impediment of IoMT approaches. The proposed
framework has demonstrated its potential in adapting (1)
emerging new technologies and stakeholders; (2) compliance
with standards; and (3) granularity. In general, system ad-
ministrators are responsible for formulating security-related
decisions. But the proposed framework opens avenues for

all stakeholders in SHS to gain experience in cutting edge
technologies related to the field of IoMT security. The system
proved its efficacy with evaluation results in terms of all
assessment attributes. But the employed assessment attributes
were not easy to interpret by novice users like medical staff,
patients who lack security and technical knowledge.

Muhammad Asif et al. [14] proposed a technique to ensure
privacy of medical data especially against the threats emerging
internally within SHS. The system allows access only for
authorized users such as doctors and patients to communicate
across the physical boundaries. The system had implemented
authorization defining the permissions and roles merely for
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medical staff. Further, the system enabled to remove any
conflicts in access control models. Also, it guarantees to
provide secure communication amongst doctors and patients
in an efficient way. The system proved to outperform when
compared with other related recent access control models in
literature. However, the system does not facilitate to perform
copy and move operations on directory resource.

Jinquan Zhang et al. [15] examined an encrypted storage
model and a secure energy-efficient communication utilizing
the benefits of rivests cipher 4 (RC4) for electronic health
records (EHR) within IoMT enabled SHS. The system em-
ployed MedGreen authentication algorithm based on bilinear
pair and elliptic curve for establishing secure communica-
tion. Also, the system utilized MedSecrecy algorithm that
leverages Huffman compression ad RC4 for efficient data
storage. The developed algorithm demonstrated to maintain
the effectiveness of RC4 encryption and reduce the length of
ciphertext data. Also it improved confidentiality, security and
randomness. The simulation and analysis results proved that
the system was energy-saving, secure and very effective for
EHR. But, the system was not suitable to obtain more possible
user information. In addition, Table I summarizes the state-of-
the art works related to securing IoMT devices and applications
in SHS.

III. REVIEW ON LIGHTWEIGHT SECURITY APPROACHES
FOR IOMT

Norah Alassaf et al. [16] proposed a lightweight crypto-
graphic technique for IoMT enabled SHS applications. The
contribution investigated the characteristics of SIMON cipher
and employed it for IoMT enabled SHS applications for
attaining performance as of a practical perspective. The system
recommended to add an enhancement via original SIMON
cryptography’s implementation to diminish the computational
complexity incurred owing to encryption. Also it enabled
to preserve the practical balance between performance and
security. However, the system did not give good results.

Zisang Xu et al. [17] introduced a key agreement and
lightweight mutual authentication approach for IoMT. The
system without employing symmetric encryption guaranteed
to provide forward secrecy. The authors have utilized ProVerif
software which is an automatic security verification tool to
verify the system’s security. The theoretical examination and
experiential outcomes signified that the system drastically
reduced the computational cost in comparison to the methods
based on asymmetric encryption. Also, the system displayed
lesser security risk compared to other lightweight approaches.
Nonetheless, the system did not present the encryption and
decryption time precisely.

Jianfei Sun et al. [18] proffered a lightweight fine-grained
access control method to preserve the data privacy in IoMT
enabled SHS. For the successful transformation of access
policy and user attributes to the corresponding shorter length
vectors, the system employed the optimized vector transfor-
mation process, whilst the other processes delivered longer
and redundant vectors. This system was very significant in
reducing the cost overhead incurred during decryption, key
generation and encryption phases. Later, the system employed
CP-ABE to gain the benefits of fine-grained access control

and lightweight policy hiding to support SHS and handle the
offline/online transformation process. Nonetheless, the system
did not support traceability and attribute revocation.

Xiuqing Lu and Xiangguo Cheng [19] launched a
lightweight data sharing approach with an aim to secure
IoMT devices. First, the system ensured to provide autho-
rized access and privacy over the shared data. Second, the
system employed effective integrity verification when the user
attempts to download the shared data. Doing so, the system
enables to avoid false computational outcome or query. At
last, the approach achieves lightweight in accomplishing the
patients’ and users’ operation. The security analysis results
confirmed that the system can enable to share data securely
and effectively in IoMT enabled SHS as well its efficient
in terms of computational cost. The system was not flexible
towards possible attacks like tag forgery, reader impersonation
and message eavesdropping.

Mahdi Fotouhi et al. [20] presented a lightweight 2-
factor authentication approach to secure IoMT. The system
was secured against different attacks. Furthermore, the system
executes the formal and informal security evaluation. The
system’s security verification had been authenticated via the
ProVerif. Moreover, the system had been simulated via the
OPNET network simulator and compared with various other
methods with regard to performance and security needs. The
simulation comparisons and outcomes determined that the
system had been appropriate and supported with added security
attributes when compared to the relevant approaches. However,
the system couldn’t exhibit the precise security level.

Ran Ding et al. [21] introduced a lightweight PP identity-
based authentication system for IoMT. The system performed
data authenticators computation, data integrity verification on
edge server. Also, edge server was used to system’s compu-
tation overload and manage the third-party verification. The
system achieved data privacy by enabling the patient to encrypt
and transmit healthcare data to edge server. Also, the system
uses cloud server to enhance the availability of the patient’s
data. At last, the performance and security evaluation are
conducted to show the system potential. However, the system
encompassed a storage overhead issue.

IV. REVIEW ON BLOCKCHAIN APPROACHES FOR
SECURITY IOMT

Seyed Morteza et al. [22] presented an effective and secure
method called “MedSBA” for storing medical data in SHS.
The method is based on blockchain technology to ensure user
privacy. Also, the system attempts to achieve fine-grained
access control over patient data employing attribute based
encryption (ABE) in compliance to the general data protections
regulation. The system employed private blockchain to revoke
the instant access which is very challenging in ABE. The
security is proven via the formal design, whilst, the system’s
functionality had been proven using BAN logic. The effi-
ciency of the system with regard to computational complexity
and storage is demonstrated by simulating MedSBA’s using
OPNET software. Nonetheless, the system did not support
the exchange of cryptocurrency between the data consumer
organizations and the individuals for data sharing.
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Ashutosh Sharma et al. [23] proffered a blockchain ap-
proach integrating the benefits of smart contracts for IoMT.
The system examined the dimensions which the smart con-
tract and decentralization could provide in IoMT. The IoMT
devices are deployed in appropriate place to capture the data
concerning the application needs. Also, these IoMT devices are
pre-programmed to process and transmit the captured data. The
efficiency of the system is demonstrated in comparison to other
related techniques in terms of performance parameters such as
average latency, average energy efficiency and average packet
delivery ratio. However, the system encompassed less service
quality; it did not function efficiently.

Neha Garg et al.[24] launched an authentication key agree-
ments scheme based on blockchain for IoMT environment,
termed as BAKMP-IoMT. It offered secured key management
among the cloud servers, personal servers and the implantable
medical gadgets. Further, the system provides secure access
to sensitive healthcare data and ensures that it is accessed
only by authorized users. This achieved by storing all the
sensitive healthcare data into blockchain which is stored
in cloud. Comprehensive formal security analysis has been
conducted utilizing the extensively acknowledged automated
tool, AVISPA to show the potential of the system against
various types of possible attack. The comparative analysis
results indicated the efficacy of the proposed method, BAKMP-
IoMT over other existing approaches in terms of security
requirements, communication and computation costs.

Jie Xu et al. [25] presented a PP scheme based on
blockchain for large scale health data. The scheme encrypts the
health data utilizing fine-grained access control. In specific, the
user transaction are utilized for key management that can allow
the users to add or revoke authorized doctors. Moreover, it
avoid medical disputes as doctor diagnosis and IoT data cannot
be tampered or deleted once stored to blockchain. Experiential
and security evaluation outcomes confirmed that the system
can well be applicable for SHS. However, the insider attacks
are overlooked by the system.

V. REVIEW ON AUTHENTICATION AND AUTHORIZATION
TECHNIQUES FOR IOMT

Venkata P. Yanambaka et al. [26] suggested a lightweight
and robust authentication based on physical unclonable func-
tion (PUF) for IoMT. This scheme does not stores any IoMT
device related data on server memory. The system validation
is performed utilizing a hybridized oscillator arbiter PUF. The
amount of keys utilized for authentication was approximately
240 based on the PUF used during system validation. The
authentication scheme being lightweight can be utilized in
several designs for supporting the design’s scalability and
increasing its robustness. However, the system failed to ensure
that the messages from server could be authenticated by the
client.

Xu Cheng et al. [9] studied a secure identity authentication
for community medical IoT. Here, the authors have utilized
node security for system initialization. Next, the identity
authentication was developed utilizing the benefits of mech-
anisms such as signature, session key symmetric encryption,
elliptic curve encryption algorithm, secure two-way method.
An effective community medical IoT node and an update

mechanism that are secure and reliable to update the session
and authentication keys is investigated. On the community
medical IoT, the nodes’ legality, along with the communication
security had been ensured by these measures. The scheme
was further appropriated for the community medical IoT’s
scene via the analysis, along with the analogy of experiential
performance. However, the system had high computational
costs and more power consumption.

Deebak et al. [27] suggested a mutual authentication
scheme to secure SHS which centered on the IoMT. The
system leveraged cloud to support emergency treatment for
patients over internet communication from medical experts.
The system ensured to secure the sensitive medical records
and also maintained the patient anonymity. Further, it delivered
an authentic signature for executing the secured transmission
between the communication nodes. But, the system did not
ensure to validate the access for services with regard to
unforgability, undeniability and verifiability. Also, the system
was insecure against confidentiality, forgery of health-report,
non-repudiation and patient anonymity.

In [28], Sanaz Rahimi Moosavi et al. recommended a
secure and effective architecture based on smart gateways
for authentication and authorization architecture in IoMT-
enabled SHS. Here, the smart gateways deployed in each
healthcare sensors performed authentication and authorization
and reduced the sensor overload while maintaining the all
security requirements. Notably, the system relied on DTLS
handshake protocol which is regarded as key solution for
IoT security. The analysis results confirmed that the proposed
architecture rendered better security compared to centralized
delegation architecture. However, for the possible attacks, the
system was not resilient.

Lone et al. [29] introduced a secure communication for
medical applications utilizing ABE for authentication in Het-
Net. Here, health related data are secured utilizing ABE. This
has not only helped to reduce the communication overhead
but also has secures health data from intruders [30]. The
entire security technique is implemented using high-level pro-
tocol specification language (HLPSL). The system codes are
validated using automated tool, AVISPA. However, system
provided less security and failed to work effectively.

Muhammad Tahir et al. [31] examined a framework for au-
thentication and authorization mechanism which is lightweight
to support blockchain-enabled IoT networks existing in health-
informatics. Random numbers are utilized in the authentication
process that was linked by conditional joint probability. This
enabled the system to establish secure connection for the
data acquisition amongst IoT devices. The authors utilized
automated tools and simulator such as AVISPA and Cooja
for system validation and evaluation, respectively. The system
had provided strong mutual authenticity along with improved
access control. It also decreases both the communication
along with computational overhead cost when weighted against
others as shown by the experiential outcomes. However, the
system provided less efficient.

Yang Xin et al. [32] suggested a multimodal biometric
identification scheme in the IoMT. An effective matching
algorithm utilized by the system was based on secondary
computation of the Fishers vector (FV). Further, the system
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utilized three different biometric techniques like finger vein,
fingerprint and face. These techniques are fused at feature
level. Also, the system employed fake feature in the process of
feature fusion which arises most frequently in practical scene.
For decrementing the cause of the system’s accuracy rate, and
for increasing its robustness, the fake picture was removed. The
designed framework had achieved an improved recognition rate
as showcased by the experiential outcomes. It offered higher
security whist analogized with unimodal biometric system that
are extremely significant for an IoMT platform. But, the system
had provided low accuracy values.

VI. REVIEW ON PRIVACY PRESERVING APPROACHES FOR
IOMT

Maria et al. [33] proffered a PP approach for IoMT based
on elliptic curve digital signature. By edge computing servers,
privacy preservation in data transmitted as of IoMT to the
cloud is done by this system. Especially, the captured health
data was concealed from edge device and the identity of
IoMT devices, namely, wearable or smart devices remained
anonymous to cloud. As this solution is based on elliptic curves
cryptography approach, its implementation on IoMT devices
was feasible and affordable. Nevertheless, the computation and
communication cost of the system found to be high.

Dong Zheng et al. [34] recommended an effective PP
scheme for sharing medical data in IoT environment. The
system supported data sharing leveraging the benefits of ABE.
Further, the system utilized the attribute bloom filter removing
the attribute matching function to maintain the confidentiality
of attributes involved in the access control policy definition.
The system utilized offline or online encryption technology in
the phase of encryption to enhance the encryption’s efficacy.
A huge quantity of work ought to be done at the encryption
stage before knowing the message. The cipher text could be
produced quickly when the message was known. The analysis
results demonstrated the potential of the scheme for sharing
data in IoT environment. However, the scheme failed to verify
and validate the cipher text that was stored over cloud.

Deebak et al. [35] proposed a PP protocol for securing SHS
where attacker cannot imitate legal user to gain illegal access to
the handheld smart card. The authors have used random-oracle
model to perform formal and resource analysis to demonstrate
the effectiveness of system security. Moreover, they have built
a IoMT enabled SHS with top security feature which was re-
vealed by its performance analysis. For analyzing, the network
parameters based on the NS3 simulator, the experimentation
analysis was executed. Regarding the throughput rates, packet
delivery ratio, routing overhead along with end-to-end delay
for the system, the collected results had shown superiority
when analogized to other prevailing protocols.

Raylin Tso et al. [36] proffered a PP scheme for data
communication through protected multi-party calculation in
the HC cloud that are equipped with sensors. The system was
based on the FairplayMP framework that enabled programmers
to execute such protocols who were not specialist secure com-
putation theory. Additionally, it was appropriate for distributed
environments and it supported any numeral of participants.
For example, to communicate with n-disparate data servers,
each sensor node requires one single secret key to be stored in

advance. But, the system was stored with three secret keys in
advance in each sensor to communicate with three data servers
despite the system offers low-level security.

S. Sheeba Rani et al. [37] presented an optimum users-
based secure transmission of data within IoMT. The system
employed Chinese Remainders Theorem to produce the cipher
text copy according to the chosen number of users. Further the
system utilized metaheuristic algorithm to choose the user in
IoMT. Through simulation, the secure data performance was
proved in terms of computation time, the energy price, etc.,
The outcomes confirmed that secure data could be effective
whilst applied for ensuring security chances in IoT-based SHS
but, low security was offered.

Alia Alabdulkarim et al.[38] put forward a privacy preserv-
ing single decision tree techniques aimed at clinical decisions-
support systems to diagnosis the symptoms without disclosing
the patients’ data to disparate network attacks on IoT devices.
For protecting users’ data, homomorphic encryption cipher was
utilized. Moreover, for avoiding one party as of decrypting the
data of other parties, nonces were utilized as they would utilize
the identical key pair. In addition, the system performed better
than the Naı̈ve Bayes algorithm by 46.46% which was revealed
by the simulation outcomes. Additionally, for showing that
it satisfies the attribute value’s frequency, hospitals’ dataset’s
privacy requirements, and effectively diagnoses the symptoms,
the system was evaluated. However low-security services were
possessed by the system.

Rihab Boussada et al. [39] examined a privacy preserv-
ing aware data transmission fort IoMT enabled SHS. User
pseudonyms as public keys were defined by lightweight
Identity-based encryption which was constructed on the elliptic
curves discrete logarithm (ECDL) method. The contextual
along with content privacy necessities are satisfied by the
system. Regarding smart things limited resource nature, it was
based on an identity-centered encryption scheme and specific
communication scenario. A wide security examination was
offered for validating the system and the performance analysis
demonstrates its efficacy. However, for the e-HC emergency,
the system was inappropriate.

Solihah Gull et al. [40] recommended a reversible data
hiding approach based on dual image with large capacity
for IoMT based networks. Initially, the Huffman encoding
scheme was used to preprocess the captured secret data. A
codebook of ‘d’ bits are generated after Huffman encoding
to encode indices which are decimal values. For acquiring
dual stenos-images, the indices’ value are partition into two
parts and embedded into two images that are similar to each
other. Though very large payload was shown by the scheme,
it proved to maintain the perceptual quality at high level. A
noteworthy improvement was offered by the system and also
computationally effective that made it to be utilized in the
network of IoMT. However, for controlling the underflow and
overflow issues, there wasn’t an effective strategy.

Pei Huang et al. [41] presented a practical technique that
could validate patients with the noisy signal of electrocar-
diogram (ECG) as well as offered disparate private protec-
tion concurrently. Regarding the present moving status, the
scheme could identify the motions and adapted the algorithm.
By offering indistinguishability, The ECG templates’ privacy
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was protected. The system’s effectiveness was analyzed and
validated over online datasets. For validating the system, pilot
analysis on human subjects was conducted. However, for
attacking, the system was not flexible.

Zhiwei Wang et al. [42] inspected an effective blind batch
encryption scheme based on Computational Diffie-Hellmans
assumption, which could be demonstrated as secure. For secure
and privacy preserving medical services in SHC, the system
utilized protocol. In the frame of six classic attacks, the system
analyzed the protocol and executed prototype in the platform
of Intel Edison. The experiments revealed that the system
was effective for ‘cheap’ communication protocols along with
resource-limited devices. For limited-storage devices, the sys-
tem might require a heavy cost.

VII. CONCLUSION

When the networks are employed at large scales, the major
concern is security. The major area focused in IoMT enables
SHS is the patients’ security and privacy. In this direction,
authentication and authorization scheme play a very crucial
role in ensuring eavesdropping the sensitive healthcare data
and are considered as critical security requirements. Thus,
there is great need for effective new solution that can render
end-to-end data protection. From the review, it can be observed
that several schemes are published for securing IoMT devices.
Nonetheless, owing to the several constraints such as power,
size, implantable and wearable, these smart devices do not
have required resources for implementing the existing machine
learning based security schemes. Therefore, to ensure the
security, privacy and trust of these smart devices, require an
efficient new solution that can meet all the security require-
ment and span across the design space of cyber. Also, the
survey analysis reveals that ECC algorithm, lightweight au-
thentication, and blockchain method are offering best security
compared to conventional algorithms. Thus, to build power-
efficient and sustainable IoMT enabled SHS, the upcoming
research must focus on developing effectual lightweight intru-
sion detection systems to secure and safeguard IoMT enabled
SHS.
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